In this paper, the application of individual scenario-based 
Introduction
Among wearable communication device scenarios, patient monitoring in hospitals and clinics presents a unique challenge. The variety of devices and the variety of resolutions imposed by the devices make it challenging to characterize data traffic. For example, the sampling rate for temperature monitoring is much lower than that for pill cameras (video rate). And from the reliability angle, a glitch in the ECG signal would demand immediate medical attention whereas a few packets lost from temperature monitoring may not make such a significant impact. Consequently, a traffic model for a communications network could become intractable. In this paper, we propose a simple model for a general scenario which has the flexibility to be customized for a specific situation. Whenever possible, typical sampling rates and resolutions are considered. One problem is that digitization of measurements from medical devices is not as well standardized as that of other communication devices. Important parameters of medical devices, such as sampling rate and resolution vary widely. For example, ECG sampling frequencies and resolutions vary from 250 Hz to 720 Hz, and 12 bit to 11 bit, respectively [1] [2] . A general traffic model developed using parameters of several widely-used medical devices is presented. A specific scenario is used to demonstrate the adaptability of this general model. In the rest of the paper, the following layout is used. In Section 2 "Traffic characterization", we will list the known traffic parameters of important medical instruments. In the characterization, we will use a classification of whether the traffic is constant bit rate, bursty (ON-OFF type) or impulsive nature. Other parameters, such as frequency of measurement will give the reader an idea of where the variations in actual bit rates can occur. In Section 3, we present a theoretical model when traffic from all the devices of section 2 is combined. In Section 4, "Example scenario", we create a scenario and evaluate the model for this scenario. In Section 5 a short discussion of the relationship between the network transmission rate and the average traffic rate is given. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Traffic characterization
The list of monitoring parameters is long and varies from type to type of monitoring. Emergency room (ER), post-operative recovery room, operating room, general wards, special wards, all have their idiosyncratic requirements. Even the knowledge of all types of patient monitoring parameters is not sufficient to get a realistic traffic definition. This is due to the fact that instruments measuring the same parameters do not result in the same amount of traffic. Table 1 provides a list of various monitored parameters with category (constant bit rate or CBR, bursty, impulsive), example rate, reference (for the example used rate shown) in columns. Table 1 , the bit rates vary, depending on factors, such as sampling rates and bits per sample. When we apply these traffic rates, we will arbitrarily assume certain rates. It may be noted, however, that there is a need to standardize digitization of the medical instruments. There are three categories of traffic in Table 1 , namely, CBR, ON-OFF (bursty), impulsive. Fig. 1 shows the general traffic shape for each category.
For our general model, suppose there are C sources of CBR traffic, B sources of bursty traffic and I sources of impulsive traffic. The CBR source are characterized by their bit rate, so if R Cj is the bit rate of the jth CBR source, the vector R C = { R C1 , R C2 , …, R CK } is a set of bit rates of all CBR sources. The bursty sources are characterized as ON-OFF sources [14] . An ON-OFF source, say the jth one, has a CBR R Bj during the ON period, T ON , and zero bit rate during T OFF , the OFF period. If α = T ON /( T ON + T OFF ), then α j R Bj is the average bit rate of the source, while R Bj is the peak bit rate. The α's can be thought of as the activity factors of traffic sources. The vector R B = { R B1 , R B2 , …, R BB } is a set of peak bit rate values and α ={ α 1 , α 2 , …, α B } is a set of activity factors. For the impulsive category, let τ j be the period between consecutive impulses of traffic from such a source and d j be the amount of data per impulse (the peak data rate is infinite theoretically due to instantaneous generation). Then, average bit rate for such a source would be d j / τ j . Letting R j = d j / τ j , we can write the average data rate vector for the I impulse sources as
Summing up the above discussion, we have the following three source categories:
1. CBR with the jth source having a bit rate R Cj . 2. ON-OFF with peak rate R Bj and activity factor α = T ON /( T ON + T OFF ) 3. Impulsive source with data rate given by R Ij = dj/τ j where τ i is the repetition period of the impulses. The network rate vector is given as follow R = {R C , R B , R I } Eq(1) 
Traffic modeling
The aggregate data rate from Eq(1) is simply the sum of all data rates given by the following equation:
The minimum data rate consists of the data coming only from CBR sources. In an actual network, there will be times when CBR sources are turned off. We are not considering this situation. In the literature, the activity factor is also defined to describe this situation, but we have used activity factor as described above. Our definition of the activity factor is the fraction of time for which an ON-OFF source is in the ON state.
The probability that the total data rate is ܴ is given by the probability that all ON-OFF sources are in the OFF state, that is ∏ ሺ1 െ ߙ ሻ ୀଵ
and that all the impulse sources are quiet, probability of which is very close to one. This later part makes the problem intractable unless we assume that there is a small fraction of time for which the impulse sources are active. The way we can reason for that is that digitization tends to spread out the signal into bits, and the more the number of bits used to represent a sample, the higher the spread. In other words, the impulsive traffic sources resemble the ON-OFF sources with the difference that T ON is much shorter than T OFF . Therefore, if we use β l to designate the activity factors of the lth impulsive source, we can amend the expression for d lI /τ lI = β l R Il , where in this case, R Il is the instantaneous (peak) rate, and rewrite Eq(2c) as follows:
Eq(2d) It may be argued that this model makes imuplsive sources a type of ON-OFF source, then why to keep three categories. The response to that is that this approximation may not hold in future work. Also, it is important to identify impulsive sources as such so that by looking at them, one can infer the type of traffic to be carried out by a network under design. With the inclusion of Eq(2d) in the model, we can calculate the probabilities for the three total data rates P Max , P Min and P Mean as follows:
In the above equations, E [B] and E [I] are the average number of bursty and impulsive sources respectively, and P k+h is the probability that k bustry and h impulsive sources are in the ON state. The difference between bursty and impulsive sources is that in general α >> β. We easily see that
Eq(3f) Converting Eqs(3) into matrix form lends them to tractability for network design and computational algorithms. The Eqs(3) can be converted into matrix form with the three rows, one for each traffic category and as many columns as the largest of C, B and I. Another matrix, 'activity matrix', can be used to represent the values of α's and β's. For example, for C = 1, B = 3 and I = 2, we can have the following matrices
Then, the average data rate is simply the sum of products
, which is the sum of the products of ith row of r and the jth column of R. The maximum data rate is ∑ ଷ ୀଵ ∑ ܴ ଷ ୀଵ
, which is sum of the elements of the rate matrix. A communications system can be designed with either of these as the target traffic to be carried, or something in between. If the probability of achieving peak data rates is too low and the probability of achieving average data rate is too high, then a compromise would provide a better design parameters. This is further explained in the next section.
The real benefit of the traffic matrices is in their use to define a scenario, as the personal communications scenarios change from situation to situation and from room to room in a hospital. Use of Eqs (4) is demonstrated in the next section.
Example Scenario
In this section, we apply the model described by Eqs(4) to an example scenario in patient monitoring environment. We use an imaginary Post-op recovery scenario. Table 2 summarizes the traffic sources along with their categories and bit rates. In view of the versatility of medical instruments and their different digitization mechanisms (see Table 1 ), we make arbitrary choices of parameters with reasonable values. The traffic matrices for this simple scenario are given as follows (bit rates in kbps): Employing Eqs(3a, 3b, 3c), we get the probabilities and averages as follows:
P Max = 10 -9
, P Min = 0.88922, ‫ܧ‬ሾ‫ܤ‬ሿ ൌ 0.1, ‫ܧ‬ሾ‫ܫ‬ሿ = 0.0060477
Further, we can easily sea that the bit rates are given as:
With the help of {ܲ ௫ , ܲ } and {ܴ ௫ , ܴ , ܴ }, we can make the following observations:
1. The system will hardly ever require a network to support the maximum bit rate (once in billion). 2. On the average, the required supported bit rate will be very close to the minimum. In this case scenario, we don't need to calculate the probability for ܴ , as it is close to the minimum bit rate. Figure 2 shows a plot of the probability that the bit rate is greater than or equal to the values shown on the horizontal axis.
From this figure we can see even though any value of bit rate can sustain, the probability of having a very high bit rate is diminishing.
Network Transmission rate Vs R mean
Eq(2d) gives the value of R mean , which can be interpreted as a sustained data rate. With appropriate buffering or traffic regulation mechanism, this is the smoothed data rate entering the network from the medical instruments. Therefore, it also represents the required network data rate. In practice, the traffic fluctuations may either require a buffer too big for target delays or it may result in dropped packets from time to time. To avoid packet dropping the network capacity should be higher than R mean , that is, it should be equal to R mean plus a cushioning value, say ∆R. The value of ∆R should be chosen to set a threshold for maximum packet dropping rate. Together, the buffer size and ∆R control the quality of service (QoS) provided by such a network. For systems requiring low packet drop rates, large buffers can be used thus saving cushioning capacity ∆R. Conversely, for traffic require low latency, small buffers and larger ∆R will be needed. In future research, we will include ∆R as a design parameter to tune networks for appropriate QoS.
To apply these results to standards, such as IEEE 82.15. 4-2007 4- or IEEE 802.11-2007 , the value of ∆R is given from the calculation of R mean of the instruments and the standard's bit rate (e.g., 11 Mbps for IEEE 802.11b). In such cases, the required QoS is used to determine the buffer size. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed the use of scenariobased traffic model for medical environment. Digitization of data is not standardized to the point that all medical instruments emanate the same bit rate for the same measurement. This creates obstacles in identifying the traffic carrying needs of a network used for patient monitoring. However, once the output traffic is identified it is necessary to understand its characteristics and not just the maximum bit rate. We have shown in this paper that even if the peak bit rate of individual sources is relatively high, it is possible that the network needs to carry only the minimum rate. The reason for this is that some traffic sources tend to be highly impulsive and their bit rate is not that important if they are emanating data for a small fraction of time. A more meaningful analysis will be possible only if actual traffic characteristics of data are known, which we leave to future work.
